Coldcrete is the industry leader in concrete temperature control with professional service and commitment to quality.

Coldcrete specializes in cost-effective concrete cooling systems that allow for precise temperature control during concrete batching through pre-mixed component cooling systems such as aggregate, sand, cement and water cooling. We provide system design, engineering expertise, equipment, and installation assistance for all your cooling needs. By combining our various systems, we can meet any concrete production rate and temperature specification.

Coldcrete Innovations:
- Perforated Wet Belts
- Aggregate Washing Belts
- Dewatering Belts
- Rotary Drum Sand Cooling
- Fluidized Bed Sand Cooling
- Cement Cooling

Engineered Solutions Guaranteed to Meet Your Temperature Spec
NEW BREAKTHROUGH IN CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY!
SAVE DOLLARS PER YARD USING OUR PATENT PENDING TREATING TECHNIQUE!

Coldcrete, Inc.
444 East Pikes Peak Avenue, Suite 210
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903
(719) 578-9979  (855) 744-9375
www.concreticooling.com  info@concreticooling.com